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Research Project: Christian Truth Claims and Philosophical Relativism 

In 2016, I have published a book on relativism and its philosophical implications. It 

explored the term, its history, and debates about familiar propositions of relativism 

regarding the nature of truth. My current research project focuses on a topic which I 

have not considered in my book (as it was a mere philosophical enquiry): What is the 

impact of relativistic thinking for core Christian truth claims? In June 2019, there will be 

a major conference on this topic at the University of Münster (Germany) which I have 

organised with a colleague. 

With regard to Christian thinking, there are, on the one hand, many proponents of a view 

which is expressed in the famous dictum of the former Pope Benedict XVI. according to 

whom Western societies are moving towards a “dictatorship of relativism” where 

Christian truth claims are not recognized as absolute any longer. On the other hand, a lot 

of scholars deem this diagnosis as excessive or anti-modernist (e. g. Carlo I. Accetti). In 

addition, some postmodern and pluralistic philosophers refer to Christian belief in 

defending either the idea of a ‘relativistic God’  (Gianni Vattimo) or the compatibility of 

Christian thinking and relativism (Joseph Runzo, James K. A. Smith).  

Against this backdrop, several questions arise for the (mainstream) Christian worldview 

which I would like to address in my research project: Are core Christian truth claims in 

principle incompatible with or even hostile to the idea of relativism? What do Christian 

truth claims mean philosophically, in reference to the concepts of alethic realism and 

antirealism? Does every version of relativism lead to a denial of absolute truth and to 

moral arbitrariness? What does Christian teaching – in its main denominations – say 

about relativism? Are there any reasons which support the relativistic interpretation of 

the Christian concept of God? On the whole, I proceed on two assumptions: (1) I do not 

assume that something like a “dictatorship” of relativistic thinking is looming ahead. 

Accordingly, I assume that not every concept of relativism implies a significant problem 

for Christian truth claims; several distinctions have to be drawn. (2) Nevertheless, my 

claim is, first, that there are still two challenges for the Christian worldview arising from 

relativistic thinking. Some concepts of normative truth relativism pose in fact a real 

problem for the Christian worldview. Second, a rising popularity of pre-philosophical 

relativistic thinking – often in the makeup of alethic indifference or a superficial 

understanding of tolerance – might be in fact a serious challenge for strong truth claims 

as well. 
 


